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**Investors Prepare for Uncertainty**

The combination of fear and uncertainty about the coronavirus slammed world markets last week, sending equity prices and bond yields plunging. The S&P 500® index skidded into a correction at the fastest pace in history, and bond yields reached record lows. When the week mercifully came to a close, the damage assessment was bleak. The S&P fell 11.5 percent for the week and is down 12.8 percent from its Feb. 19 high of 3386. The Chicago Board Options Exchange VIX index of implied volatility spiked to a level of 40 from 17 last week and approached 50 intraday. If there was anything positive to point to, it was the sudden reversal in the closing moments of trading on Friday that prevented the day, and week, from being even worse than they were. With just 15 minutes to go until the closing bell, the index was trading at 2881, but mounted a strong rally to finish at 2954, a 2.5 percent turnaround. And the rally was strong enough to turn the Nasdaq Composite index positive on the day. Whether that reversal holds any meaning remains to be seen, but it is a start. As it was, the S&P 500 crashed through its 50, 100, and 200-day moving averages all in the span of one week, while the late rally allowed the Nasdaq to close above its 200-day moving average.

The damage overseas was just as severe. The EuroStoxx 600 index dropped 12.2 percent and is down 13.2 percent from its peak. In Japan the Nikkei lost 9.6 percent, while in China the Shenzhen CSI300 fell a relatively mild 5 percent. In all, the MSCI World Ex-US index fell 9.7 percent.

The reaction in bond markets was similarly breathtaking. The headlong flight to safety pushed yields dramatically lower. The ten-year Treasury note yield fell by 32 basis points to 1.15 percent, a new all-time low. The two-year yield declined 44 basis points. High yield spreads gapped wider by 140 basis points, their widest in over a year.

**Supply Chains Across the Globe Disrupted; Fed Likely to Lower Rates**

It would be an understatement to say that the eagerly anticipated PMI data for February from China was shockingly weak. Released after trading had ended for the week, the first data point for a time period completely impacted by the virus showed that economic activity had contracted at a pace far exceeding even the most negative forecasts. The consensus forecast anticipated that manufacturing activity had slipped to a level of 45, below the contraction threshold of 50. In reality, it fell to 35.7, the lowest on record. The non-manufacturing index was forecast to slow only slightly to a still expanding level of 50.5. Instead, it dove to a level 29.6, also the lowest ever.

The implications for first quarter Chinese GDP are ominous. The level of inactivity speaks directly to the level of global supply chain disruption as the Chinese
The economy ground to a halt in an effort to contain the virus. It will be interesting to see if investors extrapolate even a portion of this experience to other economies as they deal with the spreading virus, as trading gets underway this week. Certainly, not every country has the willingness, if not the ability, to restrict movement to the same extent as does China. But already we are seeing some cross-border travel restrictions being imposed and events being cancelled. And that may be just the beginning, as the virus continues to spread.

The disruption in markets has rapidly accelerated both the timing and the magnitude of expectations of a response by the Federal Reserve. The CME FedWatch Tool says there is now a 95 percent probability of a 50-basis point rate cut at the Fed’s March meeting. Just one week ago, the likelihood of such an action in March was exactly zero. And the probability of a quarter-point rate cut at the March meeting was just 11 percent. But the two-year Treasury note is now yielding 0.91 percent, 67 basis points below the effective fed funds rate. And the three-month bill is yielding 1.27 percent, 31 basis points below Fed funds, and 12 basis points above the ten-year note, keeping that part of the curve inverted for two straight weeks.

What can Investors Expect in the Weeks Ahead?

It is worth noting that the pullback in equity markets is coming from record highs with expensive valuations. While valuations have been rendered slightly more reasonable than two weeks ago by the correction, and while we may see a rebound from these levels, stocks are still not cheap. And the outlook for earnings is becoming less certain as the virus impacts domestic economic activity in the weeks ahead.

We expect that markets and the economy will eventually recover from whatever impact the virus delivers. But the timing and duration of that impact remain uncertain. For the longer-term investor, sitting tight should eventually prove to be the best course of action. For those looking to trade in anticipation of a bounce, while a near-term rebound is certainly possible, it seems like a stretch to say with any confidence that we have seen the bottom.
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